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Outstanding works of German Expressionism  
at Villa Grisebach’s autumn auctions  
 
Villa Grisebach’s autumn auctions from November 27 until 30 present 1294 works of art with a median pre-sale 
estimate of 18 million euros. Masterworks of Modern Art form the traditional focus, while the Photography, 19th 
Century Art and Contemporary Art sections find themselves expanded again. Selected Objects of the decorative 
and fine arts enrich the discriminating offerings of the four-day sales in the ORANGERIE auction (see separate 
press release). 
 
The sales’ opening auction is 19th Century Art on November 27: A late, finished master drawing by Adolph 
Menzel created in 1894 in Karlsbad deserves special attention (estimate € 50,000 / 70,000) much as the 
preliminary study in oil for Max Liebermann’s famous “Flachsscheuer” painting at Alte Nationalgalerie in Berlin 
(€ 140,000 / 180,000). 
 
After the ORANGERIE auction on the morning of November 28, Selected Works presents from 5 PM a selection 
of highlights that span the entire 20th century: This evening sale begins with Paula Modersohn-Becker’s 
painting, “Landschaft mit Moortümpel,” from 1900; it ends with Thomas Demand’s photograph, “Campingtisch” 
from 1999. In between, modern master works of museum quality are on offer: Max Liebermann’s painting 
“Garten in Noordwijk-Binnen” of 1909 (€ 500,000 / 700,000) and his “Blumenterrasse im Wannseegarten nach 
Nordwesten” of 1915 (€ 350,000 / 500,000). 
 
The leading artist groups of German Expressionism, “Die Brücke” and “Der Blaue Reiter,” are represented with 
important works. Karl Schmidt-Rottluff’s “Watt bei Ebbe” is a museum quality example for the Expressionists’ 
new will around 1912 to experiment with composition and powerful colors (€ 1,000,000 / 1,500,000). Works by 
Brücke members Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Max Pechstein and Emil Nolde complement the offerings. Around the 
same time the artists of “Der Blaue Reiter“ formed a community in the south. Special works by Gabriele Münter 
(“Interieur mit Weihnachtsbaum,” circa 1912/14, € 350,000 / 450,000), August Macke, Marianne von 
Werefkin, Alexej von Jawlensky and Wassily Kandinsky represent this artist group. 
 
Important and rare works by Pierre Girieud, Gerhard Marcks and Ossip Zadkine complement the modern 
offerings. Girieud’s large painting “Grand Lesbos” of 1910 (€ 150,000 / 200,000) was once owned by fellow 
artist Adolf Erbslöh. Another reference to an artist friendship is Gerhard Marcks’ wooden sculpture “Weltangst” 
from the estate of Lyonel Feininger (€ 80,000 /120,000) to be sold just before the painting “Der junge Mann 
aus dem Dorfe” by Feininger himself (€ 500,000 / 700,000). Zadkine’s larger than life-size wooden sculpture, 
partially painted in colours, “Jeune fille à la cruche” of 1920, will garner worldwide interest in this auction (€ 
400,000 / 600,000). 
 
German post-war art is represented with many and fine examples. Three paintings by Willi Baumeister give an 
insight into the artist’s examination of abstraction in the 1950s: “Gelb” (1950, € 60,000 / 80,000), “Mo” (1954, 
€ 250,000 / 350,000) and “Relief mit grüner Figur” (1953/54, € 400,000 / 600,000). Paintings by Ernst 
Wilhelm Nay, Peter Brüning, Gerhard Hoehme and Emil Schumacher round out the offerings of German post-war 
abstraction, including the mobile “Raumplastik” by Norbert Kricke (€ 100,000 / 150,000). 
 
Contemporary Art features prominently with a sculpture by Isa Genzken, who will be honored in an upcoming 
solo exhibition by The Museum of Modern Art in New York: “Wiese,” 1990 (€ 200,000 / 250,000). 
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Adolph von Menzel. 
Blick über Karlsbad. 1894. 
Pencil and stumping on heavy 
paper.  
30,9 x 22,9 cm  
(12 ⅛ x 9 in.)  

 
 
 
 
Max Liebermann. 
„Garten in Noordwijk-
Binnen“. 1909.  
Oil on canvas. 
70 x 88 cm 
(27 ½ x 34 ⅝ in.) 

    

 

 
 
 
 
 
Karl Schmidt-Rottluff. 
Watt bei Ebbe. 1912. 
Oil on canvas. 
76 x 84 cm  
(29 ⅞ x 33 ⅛ in.)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Gabriele Münter. 
Interieur mit 
Weihnachtsbaum.  
Circa 1912/14. 
Oil on canvas. Relined. 
88 x 72,3 cm  
(34 ⅝ x 28 ½ in.) 

 

 

 

 

Lyonel Feininger. 
Der junge Mann aus dem Dorfe 
(Mühle mit rotem Mann).  Circa 
1916/17. Oil on canvas.    
48,5 40,5 cm       
(19 ⅛ x 16 in.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ossip Zadkine. 
„Jeune fille à la cruche“. 
1920. Wood, partially 
painted in colours.  
Height: 199 cm 
(78 ⅜ in.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Willi Baumeister.  
„MO“. 1954. Oil with resin on 
cardboard.                           
34,9 x 44,8 cm 
(13 ¾ x 17 ⅝ in.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Isa Genzken. 
Wiese. 1990. Concrete 
and steel.                   
225 x 59 x 82 cm 
(88 ⅝ x 23 ¼ x 32 ¼ in.) 

 


